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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
5+ years of experience as a Software engineer working on web development projects. I love
to develop Web applications with new technologies.
1. Zonda Urban, (September 2021 - Present)
- Working as lone front-end react js engineer in a team of 3 developers in startup environment
- Managing the front-end tasks of the subscription platform of the company
- Converting the legacy react class components into functional react
components
- Working in scrum and following agile methodology
- Undertook the responsibility of handling devops to setup the project and attain
DEVOP’s self-sufficiency with bitbucket pipelines
- Using Figma and Canva to create mock-up designs for new features and then
implementing the same
2. Ingram Micro, (July 2016 - August 2020)
- Managed the reports and looked after maintaining the dashboard in Google
Analytics.Implemented Angular2 project in Return Management.
- Developed websites using Bootstrap, Jquery, Jquery Datatables, and HTML 5
- Integrated the REST API developed by the backend team with React JS portal.
- Worked in a diverse scrum team and followed Agile methodology for a global
project.
- Developed a reporting tool for Netherland’s marketing team using Angular as
frontend and backend API’s in PHP with MySQL as database. I was lead
developer and handled the team of three developers.
- Conducted workshops and technical presentations with topics related to HTML
5, Bootstrap, React JS and Angular.
- Worked on creating UI mockups of the web portals in Photoshop,
communicating it with the stakeholders and then implementing the same.
3. IIT Bombay, internship (March 2015 - April 2016)
- Developed a website as a final year project with HTML, Javascript, CSS,
PolymerJs for frontend and PHP as a backend language.
- The project was based on the idea of giving a platform for the users to help
people in need using the google maps API.

4. Major Tom , industry project (January 2021 - April 2021)
- Developed a Shopify App for a grocery store using NextJS and NodeJS
- Developed a web portal for brands using NextJS, Bootstrap with NodeJS
backend and MySQL as the database.
- Followed SCRUM and Agile methodology with sprint planning, retrospectives
and conducting user research and interviews.
- Created technical design documentation for the handover of the project.
- Assisted the designers with creating a Figma prototype.
5. Microsoft , industry project (May 2021 - August 2021)
- Developed a REACT website for displaying the changes in BC Tech Ecosystem
using different data visualization libraries like D3.js, AntDesignCharts, leaflet.js
- Learnt and implemented azure pipelines and releases with CD/CI
- Followed SCRUM and Agile methodology with sprint planning, retrospectives
and conducting user research and interviews.

SKILLS:
Web Technologies: JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, Bootstrap, React JS, HTML 5, CSS, LESS,
TypeScript, NodeJS, Firebase, PHP, Redux
Methodologies: Agile/ Scrum, Waterfall
Database: MySQL, NoSQL
Analytics: Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager
Design: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe X.D., Figma, Canva
Version Control: Github, Bitbucket, Gitlab

Certifications / Achievements:
-

Microsoft Technology Associate: Web Development Fundamentals [2015]
Certified Scrum Developer [2018]

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION:
-

Masters in digital media from Center for Digital Media, Vancouver (2022)
Bachelor of engineering in Information Technology, Mumbai University (2016)

HOBBIES:
-

Playing cricket and soccer
Playing FIFA
Traveling and exploring new places
Learning new technologies, and exploring things on the internet

